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 تست های زبان عمومی ارشد

 
1-Mary and her brothers have many books , but Mary has  the 

…… books of them . 

1- More     2- least     3- most    4- fewer 

2- As I know ,Mt. Everest  is …… mountain in the world. 

1- much higher  2-the highest   3- very high    4- the most high  
 

3-Mina draws …… of all her classmates do. 

     1-more beautiful   2-more beautifully  

  3-the most beautiful      4- the most beautifully 

4-do you understand what’s happening in this film? No, I’m 

completely …… . 

1- confused     2- confusing     3-confuse    4- confusingly 

5-My brother bought a ……… . 

1- white large cotton shirt 

2- large white cotton shirt 

3- large shirt white cotton  
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4- cotton large white shirt 

6-It was ……as we went into  the room 

1- strange quiet      2- strange quietly  

3-strangely quiet       4-strangely quietly      

7-can I get train Edinburgh with a special place…… the journey? 

 1-to sleep while on      2- to sleep during    

3-for sleeping while on     4- for sleeping during 

8-we enjoyed our holiday…… the poor weather. 

1- Despite     2- in spite    3- although      4-even though 

9-my car didn’t cost me a lot……  I bought it at low price. 

     1-on the contrary      2-in fact    3-besides 4-although 

10-it looked nice and the price was good…… I bought it. 

     1-although     2-otherwise     3-however    4-therefore 

 

11-Ali looked tired …… he had run twenty kilometers 

     1-as a result     2-however   3-as though 4-so as 

12-Hassan passed all his exams ……. He graduated with honour. 

  1-nevetrtheless     2-in fact    3-however   4-as a result 
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13-…… the delay , they arrived on time. 

    1-in spite of    2-besides     3-in order that    4-because 

14-…… I was waiting for the bus ,snow began to fall. 

     1-afterwards       2-then     3-although     4-while 

15-he didn’t recognize  me …… he said we had met before. 

     1-however     2- despite     3-for     4-although 

16-i was very tired…… I went on teaching. 

     1-yet    2-so      3- and      4-for 

17-he was sad…… I could not solve his problem . 

1- And     2- for     3- so    4-but 

18-they came here …… they could learn English. 

     1-because of   2- in order to     3-so that    4- for 

19-he went to England …… visit his brothers. 

     1-to      2-for      3- so that     4- in order that 

20-I posted the cards yesterday ……. They could get them in 

time . 

1- So that      2-for     3- in order to    4-because  

21-the worker are working at weekends……. Production. 
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1- In order to increase       2- in order to increasing 

3-for increasing                   4-for increase 

22-she is studying very hard,…… she can pass the exam. 

     1-in order to    2-such that      3-so that     4-because of 

23-he is working hard …….. some money for his education. 

1- So that he save     2-to save     3-for saving  4-in order save 

24-the client asked the butcher for a bag….. put the meat in. 

1- For     2- because      3-so that    4- to 

25-people don’t need a lot of money…… be happy. 

    1-so that    2- in order to    3- for    4- in order that 

26-i have come …… teach you English. 

      1-so that    2- in order that   3-so as to   4-in order 

27-A liar is a person ………. Habitually tells lies. 

1-which     2- who       3- whom      4-whose 

28-when I was in Mashad I saw a great friend of …… . 

1- Her     2- they     3- me      4- yours 
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29-february normally has twenty-eight days, but every fourth 

year…….. twenty-nine. 

1- There is      2- it is       3- it has     4- there are 

 

30- ……. That the hope for cancer control may lie in the use of a 

vaccine. 

1- Believing      2- to believe      3- to belief     4- it is believed 

31-picture…….. with a telescope are inverted . 

1- Taken     2- are taken      3- to take   4- they took them 

32-the reason for the accident was …… the driver had lost 

control of his car. 

1- When      2- why       3- that     4- after 

 

33- to be honest…….. to see how he has changed. 

1- It is interested       2- it is interesting      

     3-I am interesting       4- I am interested 

34- “how is this game played” 

         “ well, the team…… the highest score wins.” 

1-  Gets        2- is getting      3- got     4- that gets 
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35-it was the impact of the railroad……. Agriculture in the west. 

     1-it expanded       2- expanded  

   3- that it had expanded      4-that expanded 

36-he tells the reader at the end ……. Idea he has actually used 

to develop his own argument in the paper. 

1- That     2- whose     3-that is      4- whose is 

 

37-the statistics ……. At the back of the book shows a “ glass 

ceiling” as far as employment for women is concerned. 

  1-included   2- include  3- that include 4-that they are included 

   

38-she gave me this jumper ,which she had…… herself. 

     1-knitted     2-knitted it       3- been knitted   4- been knitted it 

39-he went up the mountain with a group of  people, few of 

…….. were correctly equipped for such a climb. 

1- Them     2- those      3- whom    4- which 

40-it’s really none of our business with……… he is in contact at 

the moment. 
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1- Whom     2- that     3- which     4- who 

 

41- he want to know …… they want. 

1- What     2- where     3- which     4- whom 

 

42- the student ……. Book I borrowed is here. 

     1-who      2-whom      3-whose      4-which 

43-the man …… you see overthere is my father. 

1- Whom    2- whose     3- who    4- which 

 

44-he is the man about……. I told you. 

1- Whom     2- whose     3- who   4- which 

 

45- there is not…… in this group who likes to go to the meeting. 

1- Anyone      2- someone     3- no one    4- none 

46- there is some ink in my bottle but there is…… in yours . 

1- No any      2- any    3- not one none 

47- did you write a letter today? No, I ‘m going to write ……. 

Tomorrow. 

     1-any     2- one     3- ones     4- some 
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48-he couldn’t answer…….. the questions I asked. 

      1-none of     2-nor of      3- either of      4- neither of 

49-do you like to study by…….? 

1- Myself       2- ourselves     3- yourself      4-themselves 

50-the boy …….. a red hat kicked  the ball. 

1- Worm      2- wore    3- wearing     4-wears 
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